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THE INNER STRUCTURE OF BOUNDARY QUOTIENTS OF RIGHT
LCM SEMIGROUPS
VALERIANO AIELLO, ROBERTO CONTI, STEFANO ROSSI, AND NICOLAI STAMMEIER
Abstract. We study distinguished subalgebras and automorphisms of boundary quo-
tients arising from algebraic dynamical systems (G,P, θ). Our work includes a complete
solution to the problem of extending Bogolubov automorphisms from the Cuntz alge-
bra in 2 ≤ p < ∞ generators to the p-adic ring C∗-algebra. For the case where P
is abelian and C∗(G) is a maximal abelian subalgebra, we establish a picture for the
automorphisms of the boundary quotient that fix C∗(G) pointwise. This allows us to
show that they form a maximal abelian subgroup of the entire automorphism group.
The picture also leads to the surprising outcome that, for integral dynamics, every au-
tomorphism that fixes one of the natural Cuntz subalgebras pointwise is necessarily a
gauge automorphism. Many of the automorphisms we consider are shown to be outer.
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1. Introduction
Introduced as long ago as the late 1970s, [Cun77], the Cuntz algebras have since been
an undeniably interesting field of research. A particularly fascinating area within this
field is the structure of the endomorphisms and the automorphisms of Cuntz algebras,
which provide fertile grounds for a deep interplay between C∗-algebra theory, ergodic
theory, and combinatorics. Over the last decade, remarkable progress has been made
towards a better understanding of certain key features and challenging problems, see
[Con10,CRS10,CS11,CHS12a,CHS12b,CHS12c,CHS12d,CHS15] for a brief selection.
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Inspired by [Cun77], a wealth of constructions of C∗-algebras associated with various
sorts of input data has been constructed. It is thus quite natural to ask to what extent
the endomorphism structure of these C∗-algebras resembles the case of the original
Cuntz algebras. For instance, through the works [Cun08,CL10,CL11,Li10,Li12,CDL13,
BRRW14] there are classes of C∗-algebras that are associated with purely algebraic
objects, such as rings, integral domains, fields, and arbitrary left cancellative semigroups.
Especially the study of the C∗-algebras constructed in [Li12] has led to an extensive
list of impressive results, from which we would like at least to mention [Li13, CEL13,
CEL15,ELR16,ABLS17], and refer the reader to [Cun16] for a recent survey as well as
to [CELY17] for a more detailed exposition with an emphasis on K-theory.
In [LL12], Larsen and Li performed a detailed case study on the representation theory
of one particular C∗-algebra of the former type: the 2-adic ring C∗-algebra Q2. This
algebra is the universal C∗-algebra generated by a unitary u and an isometry s subject
to su = u2s and ss∗ + uss∗u∗ = 1, which can also be described as the ring C∗-algebra
associated to Z ⋊ 〈2〉 ⊂ Z ⋊ Z×. One reason for choosing Q2 is that the algebra is a
balanced version of O2 in the sense that it is a unital UCT Kirchberg algebra whose
K-groups are both equal to Z. In addition, O2 appears quite naturally as the subalgebra
C∗({s, us}) of Q2. This served as the motivation for the first three authors to investigate
the inner structure of Q2, see [ACR18a, ACR18b]. Shortly after the first version of
[ACR18a] was being circulated, we realized that a good part of the questions, answers
and techniques entering the proofs in [ACR18a] have analogues in the much broader
setting of boundary quotients of right LCM semigroups. In hindsight, it is fair to say
that most of those results and proofs have in fact become clearer and more conceptual
as a benefit of the higher level of abstraction.
Let us now describe the C∗-algebras to which we extend the line of research started
in [ACR18a]: We shall focus on universal C∗-algebras associated to particularly well-
behaved examples of right LCM semigroups, that is, left cancellative monoids in which
the intersection of any two principal right ideals is either empty, or another principal
right ideal again. There are two main types of examples that we have in mind here:
(a) integral dynamics Z⋊P ⊂ Z⋊N×, where P is generated by a family of mutually
coprime positive integers, as in [BOS18], see Example 2.1;
(b) semidirect products G⋊θN for an injective endomorphism θ of a discrete, abelian
group G with finite cokernel as appearing in [CV13], see Example 2.2.
These are elementary examples of right LCM semigroups of the form G⋊θ P built from
algebraic dynamical systems (G,P, θ) in the sense of [BLS], that is, G is a countable
discrete group, P is a right LCM semigroup, and θ : P y G is an action by injective
group endomorphisms such that pP ∩ qP = rP implies θp(G) ∩ θq(G) = θr(G) for all
p, q ∈ P . Let us also recall that (G,P, θ) is an algebraic dynamical system of finite type
if the index [G : θp(G)] is finite for all p ∈ P . Some results will be proven for more
general algebraic dynamical systems (G,P, θ) than the ones specified in (a) and (b),
see for instance Section 4 and Theorem 6.5. However, we assume that the right LCM
semigroup P is directed with respect to p ≥ q def⇔ p ∈ qP . In this case, the boundary
quotient Q(G⋊θP ), that is, the C∗-algebras we intend to study, is the quotient of the full
semigroup C∗-algebra C∗(G⋊θP ) from [Li12] by the relations
∑
[g]∈G/θp(G) v(g,p)v
∗
(g,p) = 1
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for all p ∈ P for which θp(G) has finite index in G, where the v(g,p) denote the standard
generating isometries in C∗(G⋊θ P ), see [BS16, Proposition 4.1].
By virtue of [BS16, Proposition 4.3], directedness of P is also crucial to have access
to a natural representation π : Q(G ⋊θ P ) → L(ℓ2(G)), to which we shall refer as the
canonical representation. This canonical representation is faithful under moderate as-
sumptions and we start by addressing its irreducibility in Proposition 2.3. In addition
Proposition 2.4 gives the decomposition of the induced representation of the torsion
subalgebra AS for integral dynamics into irreducible subrepresentations.
In light of the renewed interest in the study of maximal abelian subalgebras and Car-
tan subalgebras, see for instance [BL17,BL,LR17], we take pain to spot mild conditions
ensuring that C∗(G) is a maximal abelian subalgebra of Q(G ⋊θ P ), see Theorem 3.5,
and that the diagonal D generated by the range projections of the generating isometries
in Q(G ⋊θ P ) is a Cartan subalgebra, see Theorem 3.10. The proofs we give rely on
the canonical representation and conditional expectations in both cases. In the case of
C∗(G), we observe a rigidity phenomenon for conditional expectations from L(ℓ2(G))
onto the group von Neumann algebra W ∗(G), see Proposition 3.3, which leads to a
uniqueness result for conditional expectations Q(G⋊θ P )→ C∗(G), see Remark 3.4.
In Section 4, we consider general algebraic dynamical systems (G,P, θ) with P abelian
and a strong form of minimality, namely
⋂
p∈P θp(G) = {1G}. In this setting, we es-
tablish a generalization of the classical Fourier-coefficient technique from [Cun77], see
Lemma 4.4. This is a key ingredient to prove Theorem 4.6, which asserts that the rel-
ative commutant of the generating isometries for P inside Q(G ⋊θ P ) is as small as
possible, namely C∗(P ∗), where P ∗ is the subgroup of invertible elements in P . We
remark that we need to assume P ∗ to be finite for Theorem 4.6 for technical reasons,
but this seems likely to be unnecessary.
In contrast to the generality of Section 4, we focus on the intersection of the two
classes described in Example 2.1 and Example 2.2 in Section 5. That is to say, we study
the p-adic ring C∗-algebras Qp = Q(Z ⋊ 〈p〉) for 2 ≤ p <∞. The torsion subalgebra of
Qp is then the Cuntz algebra Op generated by (umsp)0≤m≤p−1. Understanding the way
Op sits inside Qp is a very natural and rewarding task. For example, it was shown in
[BOS18] that the inclusion induces a split-injection onto the torsion part in K-theory.
Here, we show that the representation σ : Op → L(L2([0, 1])) known as the interval
picture extends in a unique way to representation σ˜ : Qp → L(L2([0, 1])), which is not
unitarily equivalent to the canonical representation, see Proposition 5.2.
More importantly, we use this result and a fact about the canonical representation
to completely solve the problem of extending Bogolubov automorphisms of Op to an
endomorphism of Qp, see Theorem 5.8: A Bogolubov automorphism is extendible if and
only if it is a gauge automorphism, the exchange automorphism, or a composition of the
former two. Moreover, a Bogolubov automorphism admits at most one extension, which
either fixes the unitary u (gauge automorphism) or sends it to u∗ (exchange automor-
phism is present). In particular, every extension of a Bogolubov automorphism is an
automorphism of Qp. This generalization of [ACR18a, Theorem 4.14] hints at a remark-
able rigidity for extensions of certain automorphism groups of the torsion subalgebra to
endomorphisms of the boundary quotient Q(G⋊θ P ). Towards this goal, the contribu-
tion of Section 5 is to provide a refined version of the argument given in [ACR18a] that
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may pave the way to similar results, for instance in the context of Zappa-Sze´p products
associated to self-similar group actions, see [BRRW14].
In Section 6, we focus on algebraic dynamical systems (G,P, θ) with abelian group
G. In this case, the boundary quotient Q(G ⋊θ P ) contains a copy of the group C∗-
algebra C∗(G), and we investigate the structure of automorphisms of Q(G ⋊θ P ) that
preserve C∗(G) globally. To describe the subgroup of all automorphisms that fix C∗(G)
pointwise, which we shall denote by AutC∗(G)Q(G ⋊θ P ), we introduce the notion of
a θ-twisted homomorphism ψ : P → C(Ĝ,T), where Ĝ denotes the Pontryagin dual
of G, see Definition 6.1. We denote the group formed under pointwise multiplication
by Homθ(P,C(Ĝ,T)). In Theorem 6.2, we then show that Homθ(P,C(Ĝ,T)) embeds
into AutC∗(G)Q(G ⋊θ P ). Under the additional assumption that C∗(G) ⊂ Q(G ⋊θ
P ) is maximal abelian, this embedding is also surjective and EndC∗(G)Q(G ⋊θ P ) =
AutC∗(G)Q(G ⋊θ P ). In particular, we deduce that every element in EndC∗(G)Q(G ⋊θ
P ) is characterized by a family of unitaries in C∗(G), corresponding to a θ-twisted
homomorphism ψ.
As a first application of this result, we prove that AutC∗(G)Q(G ⋊θ P ) is a maximal
abelian subgroup of AutQ(G⋊θ P ) in Theorem 6.5, assuming that (G,P, θ) is an alge-
braic dynamical system of finite type such that G and P are abelian, C∗(G) ⊂ Q(G⋊θP )
is maximal abelian, and Q(G⋊θ P ) is simple. This result also applies to our motivating
examples (a) and (b), see Corollary 6.6. A second application of the picture established
in Theorem 6.2 is given by Theorem 6.11: For every integral dynamics (Z, P, θ), every au-
tomorphism of Q(Z⋊P ) that fixes a Cuntz subalgebra On = C∗({uksn | 0 ≤ k ≤ n−1})
pointwise for some n ≥ 2, n ∈ P , necessarily belongs to AutC∗(Z)Q(Z⋊P ). In addition,
we determine the subgroup of Homθ(P,C(T,T)) corresponding to AutOnQ(Z⋊P ). One
important consequence of these findings is that two automorphism ofQ(Z⋊P ) are equal
if and only if they agree on the torsion subalgebra AS, see Corollary 6.12. A heuris-
tic explanation for this phenomenon comes from Theorem 6.11 in combination with the
crossed product descriptions Q(G⋊θP ) ∼= lim−→Mp(C∗(Z))⋊P and AS ∼= lim−→Mp(C)⋊P ,
see [BOS18] for details.
Within the final Subsection 6.3, we show that many of the automorphisms we consid-
ered previously yield outer actions: In the case of (b), every automorphism of Q(G⋊θN)
that fixes C∗(G), and hence is given by some f ∈ C(Ĝ,T) due to Theorem 6.2, is outer if
f(1Ĝ) 6= 1, see Proposition 6.14. A criterion for the outerness of the gauge action based
on functional equations is given in Theorem 6.15 for the case where C∗(G) ⊂ Q(G⋊θ P )
is maximal abelian and P is abelian. This applies readily to integral dynamics, see Corol-
lary 6.16. However, the latter result also follows easily from the outerness result for the
gauge action in Corollary 6.17, which assumes P to be abelian, but
⋂
p∈P θp(G) = {1G}
in place of an assumption on G. In Theorem 6.18, we then prove that, for integral
dynamics, every automorphism that inverts the generating unitary u is outer. Combin-
ing this with Corollary 6.16 and Theorem 5.8 shows that the extensions of Bogolubov
automorphisms of Op yield an outer action T× Z/2Z y Q(Z ⋊ P ).
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2. Preliminaries and Notations
In what follows we shall be dealing with C∗-algebras associated to semigroups built
from algebraic dynamical systems. All our semigroups will have an identity, and hence
are monoids. By an algebraic dynamical system we mean a triple (G,P, θ), where
(a) G is a countable discrete group;
(b) P is a right LCM semigroup, that is, a countable left cancellative monoid in
which the intersection of two principal right ideals is either empty or another
principal right ideal; and
(c) θ is an action of P upon G through injective homomorphisms that respects the
order, that is, pP ∩ qP = rP implies θp(G) ∩ θq(G) = θr(G).
Basics on algebraic dynamical systems (G,P, θ) are to be found in [BLS17,BLS]. It is
known that the last two conditions are equivalent to the right LCM condition for G⋊θP ,
given that G is a group. This semidirect product is the actual right LCM semigroup we
are interested in.
For the dynamical system (G,P, θ), the (full) semigroup C∗-algebra C∗(G ⋊θ P ) in
the sense of Li provides a natural object to study, see [BLS]. This C∗-algebra admits a
canonical representation on ℓ2(G⋊θ P ), which is faithful in a number of cases, e.g. when
G is amenable and P is left Ore with amenable enveloping group P−1P . However,
C∗(G⋊θ P ) rather resembles C∗-algebras of Toeplitz type. In fact, it can be viewed as
a Nica-Toeplitz algebra for a discrete product system of Hilbert bimodules over P , see
[BLS, Theorem 7.9].
Inspired by the approach of Crisp and Laca for right-angled Artin groups, see [CL07],
a boundary quotient Q(S) was defined in [BRRW14] for general right LCM semigroups
S. This quotient of C∗(S) was then studied in connection with structure results for
C∗-algebras associated to tight groupoids of inverse semigroups, see [Star15] and the
references therein for details. In [BS16], the boundary relation for Q(S) was analyzed in
order to identify this quotient with a previously known C∗-algebra in important cases.
If P is directed with respect to reverse inclusion of the associated principal right ideals,
that is, p ≥ q ⇔ p ∈ qP , then Q(G ⋊θ P ) is the universal C∗-algebra generated by
a unitary representation u of the group G and a representation s of the monoid P by
isometries satisfying the relations
(I) spug = uθp(g)sp,
(II) s∗pugsq =
{
ug1sp′s
∗
q′ug2 , if g = θp(g1)θq(g2) and pP ∩ qP = pp′P, pp′ = qq′
0 , otherwise.
(III)
∑
g∈G/θp(G) eg,p = 1 if Np <∞,
where eg,p
.
= ugsps
∗
pu
∗
g and Np
.
= [G : θp(G)], see [BS16, Proposition 4.1]. We remark
that eg,p is independent of the choice of g ∈ g = gθp(G) by (I).
This result allows for an identification of Q(G ⋊θ P ) with the C∗-algebra O[G,P, θ]
from [Sta15] for irreversible algebraic dynamical systems (G,P, θ) in the sense of [Sta15],
see [BS16, Corollary 4.2]. The latter C∗-algebra was constructed as a universal model
for the natural realization of the dynamics on ℓ2(G). More generally, it is shown in
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[BS16, Proposition 4.3] that for a general algebraic dynamical system (G,P, θ), the C∗-
algebra Q(G⋊θP ) admits a canonical representation π : Q(G⋊θP )→ L(ℓ2(G)), ugsp 7→
UgSp given by UgSpξh = ξgθp(h) if and only if P is directed. In addition, we remark that
π is known to be faithful under moderate assumptions, which in fact guarantee that
Q(G⋊θ P ) is even simple, see [BS16, Theorem 4.17].
Instead of continuing with this increasingly involved discussion of the structure for
general algebraic dynamical systems, we have chosen to focus on two natural general-
izations of the dynamics considered in [ACR18a]. There, the authors studied the case
of (G,P, θ) = (Z,N, 2), i.e. multiplication by 2 on the integers. We will consider the
following:
Example 2.1. Let S ⊂ N× \ {1} be a family of relatively prime natural numbers, and
P ⊂ N× the free abelian monoid generated by S, i.e. P = 〈S〉. Then P is right LCM,
and acts on Z by multiplication θp(n) = pn for p ∈ P, n ∈ Z. This defines an action θ
that respects the order if and only if S consists of relatively prime numbers. Thus we
obtain an (irreversible) algebraic dynamical system (Z, P, θ), and the resulting boundary
quotient Q(Z ⋊θ P ) has the following features:
(i) s∗psq = sqs
∗
p for all p, q ∈ S, p 6= q.
(ii) Q(Z ⋊θ P ) is the closed linear span of {umsps∗qu−n | m,n ∈ Z, p, q ∈ P}, see
[Sta15, Lemma 3.4].
(iii) Q(Z ⋊θ P ) is a unital UCT Kirchberg algebra, see [Sta15, Example 3.29(a)].
(iv) The canonical representation π : Q(Z ⋊θ P )→ L(ℓ2(Z)) is faithful.
(v) The unitary u in Q(Z ⋊θ P ) generates a copy of C∗(Z).
(vi) The diagonal subalgebra DS ofQ(Z⋊θP ) is generated by the family of commuting
projections {unsps∗pu−n | (n, p) ∈ Z ⋊θ P}. Its spectrum is given by the S-adic
completion of Z.
(vii) There is a natural gauge action γ of the |S|-dimensional torus on Q(Z ⋊θ P )
given by γχ(u) = u, γ(sp) = χ(p)sp for p ∈ S. The fixed-point algebra F for γ is
the Bunce-Deddens algebra of type (
∏
p∈S p)
∞, see [Sta15, Example 3.29(a)].
(viii) There is another distinguished subalgebra:
AS .= C∗({unsp | p ∈ S, 0 ≤ n ≤ p− 1}) ⊂ Q(Z ⋊θ P ).
It is known through [BOS18, Corollary 5.2 and Corollary 5.4] that AS is also a
unital UCT Kirchberg algebra like Q(Z ⋊θ P ), and that the canonical inclusion
AS →֒ Q(Z⋊θP ) yields a split-injection onto the torsion part of K∗(Q(Z⋊θ P )).
For this reason, AS was named the torsion subalgebra in [BOS18]. It was also
shown that AS is isomorphic to
⊗
p∈S Op if |S| ≤ 2 or the greatest common
divisor of S − 1 ⊂ N× is 1, see [BOS18, Theorem 6.4].
While Example 2.1 promotes the direction of considering actions of higher dimensional
semigroups P on the same group, we can equally well stay with the case of a single
endomorphism, and allow the group to be more complicated than Z:
Example 2.2. Suppose G is a discrete, abelian group, and θ is an injective group en-
domorphism of G with finite cokernel. Then (G,N, θ) form an (irreversible) algebraic
dynamical system. In addition, we shall assume that (G,N, θ) is minimal in the sense of
[Sta15], that is,
⋂
n∈N θ
n(G) = {1G}. This is equivalent to minimality of the dynamical
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system formed by the Pontryagin dual Ĝ of G and the dual endomorphism θˆ, see [Sta].
The C∗-algebra Q(G⋊θ N) then has the following features:
(i) Q(G ⋊θ N) is the closed linear span of {ugsmsn∗uh | g, h ∈ G,m, n ∈ N}, see
[Sta15, Lemma 3.4].
(ii) Q(G⋊θ N) is a unital UCT Kirchberg algebra if and only if
⋂
n∈N θ
n(G) = {1G},
see [Sta15, Corollary 3.28] and [BS16, Corollary 4.14].
(iii) The canonical representation π : Q(G⋊θ N)→ L(ℓ2(G)) is faithful.
(iv) The unitary representation u in Q(G ⋊θ N) generates a copy of C∗(G) as G is
abelian, hence amenable.
(v) The diagonal subalgebra Dθ of Q(G ⋊θ N) is generated by the commuting pro-
jections {ugsnsn∗u∗g | (g, n) ∈ G ⋊θ N}. Its spectrum Gθ is a completion of G
with respect to θ. This Cantor space is actually a compact abelian group, see
[Sta15, Remark 4.1 c)].
(vi) There is a natural gauge action γ of the torus on Q(G⋊θN) given by γz(ug) = ug
for g ∈ G, and γ(s) = zs. The fixed-point algebra F for γ is a generalized Bunce-
Deddens algebra, see [Sta15, Proposition 4.2].
(vii) For each transversal T for G/θ(G), that is, a minimal complete set of representa-
tives, we can consider the subalgebra AT .= C∗({ugs | g ∈ T }) of Q(G⋊θN). We
remark that, unlike the case of G = Z from Example 2.1, there is no canonical
choice for T in general. On the other hand, AT is always isomorphic to ONθ
with Nθ
.
= [G : θ(G)] because the generators form a Cuntz family of isometries
due to (III).
We observe that the p-adic ring C∗-algebras form a family of algebras being in the
intersection of the two above mentioned cases. In fact, we have that Qp = Q(Z ⋊θp N)
(cf. [BOS18, Definition 2.1 and Proposition 2.12]).
The following two propositions about the canonical representation parallel the pre-
liminary results we needed in [ACR18a].
Proposition 2.3. Suppose (G,P, θ) is an algebraic dynamical system for which P is
directed. If (G,P, θ) is minimal, that is,
⋂
p∈P θp(G) = {1G} holds, then the canonical
representation π : Q(G⋊θ P )→ L(ℓ2(G)) is irreducible.
Proof. Let (ξg)g∈G denote the standard orthonormal basis for ℓ2(G), and M ⊂ ℓ2(G) be
a π(Q(G ⋊θ P ))-invariant closed subspace. Then the orthogonal projection Q onto M
belongs to π(Q(G ⋊θ P ))′. Hence we have SpQξ1G = Qξ1G , i.e. Qξ1G is an eigenvector
for each Sp with eigenvalue 1. The condition
⋂
p∈P θp(G) = {1G} now implies that
Qξ1G ∈ Cξ1G , so that either ξ1G ∈ M or ξ1G ∈ M⊥. In the first case, the invariance of
M under π(ug), g ∈ G, yields ξg ∈ M for all g ∈ G, so that M = ℓ2(G). The second
case is analogous as M⊥ is necessarily π(Q(G⋊θ P ))-invariant as well. 
In the case of Example 2.1, we can also describe the decomposition of the induced
representation π|AS of AS into irreducible subrepresentations. Indeed, the arguments
from [ACR18a, Propositon 2.6 – Corollary 2.9] carry over verbatim, where one has to
replace O2 by AS. Letting E+, E− ∈ L(ℓ2(Z)) denote the orthogonal projection onto
ℓ2(Z≥0) and ℓ2(Z<0), respectively, we arrive at:
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Proposition 2.4. For (G,P, θ) as in Example 2.1, the representation of AS obtained as
the restriction of the canonical representation π : Q(Z⋊P )→ L(ℓ2(Z)) decomposes into
two disjoint, irreducible representations π+
.
= E+πE+ and π−
.
= E−πE−. In particular,
we have π(AS)′ = CE+ ⊕ CE− and π(AS)′′ = L(ℓ2(Z≥0))⊕ L(ℓ2(Z<0)).
3. Maximal abelian subalgebras
3.1. The group C*-algebra. In this subsection, we first restrict to the following setup
for showing that C∗(G) is maximal abelian in Q(G⋊θ P ), see Theorem 3.5. Recall that
an algebraic dynamical system (G,P, θ) is said to be of finite type if Np
.
= [G : θp(G)] is
finite for all p ∈ P .
Example 3.1. Suppose (G,P, θ) is a commutative algebraic dynamical system of finite
type with directed P , such that the canonical representation π : Q(G⋊θ P )→ L(ℓ2(G))
is faithful. In addition, assume that for all p, q ∈ P, p 6= q there exists g ∈ G of infinite
order such that the group endomorphism Φp,q of G given by Φp,q(h)
.
= θp(h)θq(h
−1) is
injective on 〈g〉 ∼= Z.
The last part of the assumptions in Example 3.1 holds for instance if G is not a
torsion group and Φp,q is injective for all distinct p, q ∈ P . All the assumptions in
Example 3.1 are satisfied by all examples described in Example 2.1 or Example 2.2 (due
to minimality). From now on, we assume that (G,P, θ) is as specified in Example 3.1.
Lemma 3.2. For all distinct p, q ∈ P , there exists g ∈ G such that the point spectrum
of π(uΦp,q(g)) ∈ L(ℓ2(G)) is empty.
Proof. Let g ∈ G have the property described in Example 3.1 for given p 6= q. Then the
element Φp,q(g) = θp(g)θq(g
−1) still has infinite order, as 1G = (θq(g−1)θp(g))n = Φp,q(gn)
forces gn = 1G. The conclusion then follows from the general observation that the point
spectrum of π(uk) is empty whenever k ∈ G is of infinite order. Indeed, suppose there
was an eigenvector ξ =
∑
h∈G chξh ∈ ℓ2(G) of π(uk), and say ch′ 6= 0. Then we would
get
∑
h∈G ck−1hξh = π(uk)ξ = λξ =
∑
h∈G λchξh for some λ ∈ T (as uk is a unitary).
Thus we would have |ckmh′| = |ch′| 6= 0 for all m ∈ Z. Since k is of infinite order, this
contradicts ξ ∈ ℓ2(G), and we apply this to Φp,q(g). 
Denote by W ∗(G) ⊂ L(ℓ2(G)) the group von Neumann algebra of G. Then there
exists a conditional expectation E1 : L(ℓ2(G))→W ∗(G), see [KS59].
Proposition 3.3. If (G,P, θ) is as described in Example 3.1, then every conditional
expectation E : L(ℓ2(G))→ W ∗(G) satisfies
(3.1) E ◦ π(ugsps∗qu∗h) = δp,q N−1p ugh−1 for all g, h ∈ G, p, q ∈ P.
In particular, every conditional expectation E : L(ℓ2(G))→W ∗(G) restricts to the con-
ditional expectation E0 : π(Q(G⋊θ P ))→ π(C∗(G)) given by
E0 ◦ π(ugsps∗qu∗h) = δp,q N−1p π(ugh−1) for all g, h ∈ G, p, q ∈ P.
Proof. Since G is abelian, W ∗(G) = π(C∗(G))′ is abelian so that E ◦ π(ugsps∗qu∗h) =
π(ugh−1)E ◦ π(sps∗q) for all g, h ∈ G, p, q ∈ P . In particular, (III) implies
1 = E ◦ π( ∑
g∈G/θp(G)
ugsps
∗
pu
∗
g
)
= Np E ◦ π(sps∗p),
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so that E ◦ π(ugsps∗pu∗g) = N−1p .
On the other hand, for p 6= q, (I) yields
π(uθq(g))E(π(sps
∗
q)) = E(π(sps
∗
quθq(g))) = E(π(uθp(g)sps
∗
q)) = π(uθp(g))E(π(sps
∗
q)),
which is equivalent to (1−π(uΦp,q(g)))E(π(sps∗q)) = 0. By Lemma 3.2, the value 1 is not
an eigenvalue of π(uΦp,q(g)) ∈ L(ℓ2(G)) for g ∈ G chosen according to the hypothesis in
Example 3.1 for p 6= q. Thus 1 − π(uΦp,q(g)) is injective, which allows us to conclude
that E ◦ π(sps∗q) = 0. 
Remark 3.4. Due to the faithfulness of the canonical representation, the proof of Propo-
sition 3.3 in fact shows that π−1 ◦E0 ◦π : Q(G⋊θ P )→ C∗(G) is the unique conditional
expectation from Q(G⋊θ P ) onto C∗(G).
Theorem 3.5. Suppose (G,P, θ) satisfies the conditions in Example 3.1. If (G,P, θ) is
minimal, then the C∗-algebra C∗(G) is maximal abelian in Q(G⋊θ P ).
Proof. It will be convenient to work in the representation π : Q(G ⋊θ P ) → L(ℓ2(G)).
Let x ∈ C∗(G)′ ∩ Q(G ⋊θ P ) and choose a sequence (xk)k∈N ⊂ span{ugsps∗quh | g, h ∈
G, p, q ∈ P} with ‖x− xk‖ → 0. Then Proposition 3.3 entails
‖π(x)− E0(π(xk))‖ = ‖E1(π(x))− E0(π(xk))‖ = ‖E0(π(x− xk))‖ ≤ ‖x− xk‖ → 0
because π(x) ∈ π(C∗(G))′ = W ∗(G) and ‖E0 ◦ π‖ ≤ 1. Since E0 ◦ π expects onto
π(C∗(G)) and π is faithful, we conclude that x ∈ C∗(G). 
Remark 3.6. The canonical representation is clearly faithful ifQ(G⋊θP ) is simple, which
is closely linked to the condition
⋂
p∈P θp(G) = {1G} in the situation of Example 3.1,
see for instance [BS16, Remark 4.15]. In the case where P is free abelian, minimal-
ity of (G,P, θ) was already known to imply that C∗(G) ⊂ Q(G ⋊θ P ) is a maximal
abelian subalgebra, see [Sta, Corollary 2.7, Theorem 5.6 and Proposition 6.1]. More-
over, minimality of (G,P, θ) is equivalent to simplicity of Q(G ⋊θ P ) in this situation,
see [Sta, Corollary 6.2].
It is certainly an interesting task to investigate under what conditions C∗(G) is not
only maximal abelian, see Theorem 3.5, but in fact a Cartan subalgebra of Q(G⋊θ P ).
In the case of the diagonal D, this question has a clear and affirmative answer, as we
shall see in the next subsection.
3.2. The diagonal. Let us now turn our attention to the diagonal subalgebra D of
Q(G⋊θ P ), that is, the commutative subalgebra of Q(G⋊θ P ) generated by the projec-
tions eg,p
.
= ugsps
∗
pu
∗
g with (g, p) ∈ G⋊θ P , see [Sta15, Lemma 3.5]. We note that
D = span{ugsps∗pug−1 | (g, p) ∈ G⋊θ P}.
In many cases, there exists a faithful conditional expectation Θ: Q(G⋊θ P )→ D given
by ugsps
∗
qu
∗
h 7→ δg,hδp,qeg,p, for instance if G and P are abelian so that we obtain Θ as
the composition of two faithful conditional expectations obtained from averaging over
the gauge actions of the duals of the Grothendieck group of P and of the dual group of
G using Q(G⋊θ P ) ∼= (D⋊G)⋊ P , see [Sta15, Corollary 3.22]. In order to recover the
maximality of D in this general setting we need to make an extra assumption:
(3.2) For all p, q ∈ P, p 6= q, every g ∈ G has finitely many preimages under Φp,q,
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where Φp,q(h) = θp(h)θq(h)
−1, see Example 3.1. Equation 3.2 holds for example for the
integral dynamics (Z, P, θ) described in Example 2.1: given m ∈ Z and p, q ∈ N× with
p > q, the only solution to m = pn− qn is of course n = (p− q)−1m (which belongs to Z
in case m ∈ (p− q)Z). Thus the sets are not only finite, but singletons. However, (3.2)
does not hold as soon as there is p ∈ P \{1P} for which the endomorphism θp fixes some
group element h 6= 1G of infinite order. Indeed, we then get pp 6= p by left cancellation
for P , but 1G = θpp(h)θp(h)
−1. For instance, this happens for (Z2, θ,N) given by the
diagonal matrix θ1 = diag(p, 1) with p ∈ Z \ {−1, 0, 1}.
Lemma 3.7. Let (G,P, θ) be an algebraic dynamical system with directed P , and let E
be the conditional expectation from L(ℓ2(G)) onto ℓ∞(G) given by E(V )ξg .= 〈V ξg, ξg〉ξg.
If (3.2) holds, then the restriction of E|π(Q(G⋊θP )) coincides with π ◦ Θ up to compact
operators.
Proof. We observe that for g, h, k ∈ G and p, q ∈ P ,
E(π(ugsps∗qu∗h))ξk =
{
ξk , if h
−1k ∈ θq(G) and k = gθp(θ−1q (h−1k)),
0 , otherwise.
In the case of p = q, the second part in the first condition amounts to g = h so that the
operator needs to be diagonal. This is exactly what happens for Θ. For p 6= q, assume
k = hθq(ℓ) for some ℓ ∈ G. Then the second part turns into g−1h = θp(ℓ)θq(ℓ)−1.
By (3.2), there are only finitely many ℓ ∈ G that satisfy this, so E(π(ugsps∗qu∗h)) and
π(Θ(ugsps
∗
qu
∗
h)) differ by a finite rank operator. Hence the claim follows from Q(G ⋊θ
P ) = span{ugsps∗qu∗h | (g, p), (h, q) ∈ G⋊θ P}. 
Remark 3.8. In particular, if in the situation of Lemma 3.7 the algebra π(Q(G⋊θ P ))
does not contain nontrivial compacts, then E(π(x)) = π(Θ(x)) for every x ∈ Q(G⋊θ P )
with E(π(x)) ∈ π(Q(G⋊θ P )). This is for instance true if Q(G⋊θ P ) is purely infinite
and simple.
Lemma 3.9. If (G,P, θ) is a minimal algebraic dynamical system with directed P , then
π(D)′ = π(D)′′ = ℓ∞(G).
Proof. By the minimality assumption, the net of projections (π(ugsps
∗
pu
∗
g))p∈P ⊂ D con-
verges strongly to the projection onto Cξg for every g ∈ G. Since π(D)′′ is a von Neu-
mann algebra and hence strongly closed, we deduce that all these minimal projections
belong to π(D)′′, and hence π(D)′′ = ℓ∞(G). Now π(D)′ = π(D)′′′ = ℓ∞(G)′ = ℓ∞(G)
proves the remaining assertion. 
Theorem 3.10. Suppose (G,P, θ) is a minimal algebraic dynamical system with directed
P such that Θ: Q(G ⋊θ P ) → D is a faithful conditional expectation and (3.2) holds.
Then the diagonal D is a Cartan subalgebra of Q(G⋊θ P ).
Proof. By assumption, Θ is a faithful conditional expectation. Moreover, this allows
us to deduce simplicity and pure infiniteness for Q(G⋊θ P ) out of minimality, that is,⋂
(g,p)∈G⋊θP gθp(G)g
−1 = {1G}, very much in the way [Sta15, Theorem 3.26] is proven.
In particular, the canonical representation π is faithful. To show that D is maximal
abelian in Q(G ⋊θ P ), we follow the strategy of [ACR18a, Theorem 3.9]: Suppose
x ∈ D′∩Q(G⋊θP ). By Lemma 3.9, the operator π(x) belongs to ℓ∞(G)∩π(Q(G⋊θP )),
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so that Remark 3.8 implies that π(x) = E(π(x)) = π(Θ(x)). Finally, the normalizer of
D in Q(G⋊θ P ) generates Q(G⋊θ P ) since one has, for all h, g ∈ G, p, q ∈ P ,
uh(ugsps
∗
pu
∗
g)u
∗
h = ughsps
∗
pu
∗
gh, sq(ugsps
∗
pu
∗
g)s
∗
q = uθq(g)spqs
∗
pqu
∗
θq(g)
s∗q(ugsps
∗
pu
∗
g)sq =
{
ug1sq′s
∗
p′ug2(ug1sq′s
∗
p′ug2)
∗
0
=
{
ug1sq′s
∗
q′u
∗
g1
∈ D if g = θq(g1)θp(g2), pP ∩ qP = pp′P, pp′ = qq′
0 otherwise
showing that uh, sq ∈ ND(Q(G⋊θ P )). 
For the sake of completeness we would like to observe that an elegant, but less elemen-
tary, proof of a strengthening of the above result can be achieved as follows, compare
[ACR18a, end of Section 3.1]: Under the assumptions that G is amenable and P embeds
into an amenable group H (for simplicity take H = 〈P 〉), the algebra Q(G ⋊θ P ) is a
reduced partial transformation groupoid C∗-algebra. If G⋊θ P happens to be minimal,
then the corresponding partial action of G⋊H is topologically free. The diagonal D is
then seen to be a Cartan subalgebra in Q(G⋊θ P ) as an application of [Ren08, Propo-
sition 3.1]. In addition, let us mention that [LR17] applies to our situation, showing
that there are infinitely many pairwise inequivalent Cartan subalgebras of Q(G ⋊θ P ),
because the latter will be a UCT Kirchberg algebra in many of the above cases.
In hindsight, we thus see that (3.2) is an artifact of our strategy of proof here, but
we still find it interesting that a variant of it enters the stage for both commutative
subalgebras D and C∗(G), see Example 3.1.
4. The relative commutant of a family of generating isometries
Throughout this section we shall assume that (G,P, θ) is an algebraic dynamical
system with P abelian and
⋂
p∈P θp(G) = {1G}. Requiring P to be abelian grants us
access to the Grothendieck group P−1P of P , which is a discrete abelian group. We
denote by T its Pontryagin dual, which is a compact abelian group. The group T acts
on Q(G⋊θ P ) by a gauge action γ with γχ(ugsp) = χ(p) ugsp, and we denote by F the
fixed-point algebra for γ, see Example 2.1 (vii) and Example 2.2 (vi). We remark that
F = span{ugsps∗pu∗h | g, h ∈ G, p ∈ P}.
The aim of this section is to show that C∗({sp | p ∈ P})′ ∩ Q(G⋊θ P ) is as small as
possible, see Theorem 4.6.
If P is abelian, it is in particular directed with respect to p ≥ q ⇔ p ∈ qP , so there
is a sequence (pn)n∈N ⊂ P with pn+1 ∈ pnP for all n such that for every p ∈ P we have
pn ∈ pP for n large enough. We shall need the following result in Lemma 4.5.
Lemma 4.1. For x ∈ F , the sequence (s∗pmxspm)m∈N converges to a limit in C.
Proof. First, let x ∈ span{ugsps∗puh | g, h ∈ G, p ∈ P}. As x is a finite linear combination
of elements of the form ugsps
∗
puh, there ism0 ∈ N such that pm ∈ pP for all p that appear
and all m ≥ m0. Therefore, we get s∗pmxspm ∈ C[G] ⊂ Q(G ⋊θ P ) for all m ≥ m0 by
(II), more precisely s∗pmxspm =
∑
g∈F dgug with dg ∈ C for a finite set F ⊂ G. As⋂
p∈P θp(G) = {1G}, we can choose p ∈ P such that g /∈ θp(G) for all g ∈ F \ {1G}. Let
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m′ ∈ N be large enough so that pm ∈ pm0pP for all m ≥ m′. For such m, we then have
s∗pmxspm = d1
.
= cx ∈ C, using (II).
Now let x ∈ F and pick a sequence (xk)k∈N ⊂ span{ugsps∗puh | g, h ∈ G, p ∈ P} with
xk → x. Let mk ∈ N be an m′ from the first part for xk, and define a net (xk,m)(k,m)∈Λ
by Λ
.
= {(k,m) ∈ N2 | m ≥ mk} and xk,m .= s∗pmxkspm. Then (xk,m)(k,m)∈Λ is a Cauchy
net (in C) as
‖xk,m − xℓ,n‖ = |cxk − cxℓ| = ‖xk,m+n − xℓ,m+n‖ = ‖s∗pm+n(xk − xℓ)spm+n‖ ≤ ‖xk − xℓ‖
and xk → x. Therefore, xk,m → c for some c ∈ C because C is complete. From this we
easily deduce s∗pmxspm → c ∈ C as ‖s∗pmxspm − xk,m‖ ≤ ‖x− xk‖ → 0. 
Recall that, given p, q ∈ P , an element r ∈ P satisfying pP ∩ qP = rP is called a
right least common multiple (right LCM) of p and q. Commutativity in P implies that
we do not need to distinguish between right and left multiples, but more importantly,
the notion of a greatest common divisor (GCD) also makes sense for elements in P : For
p, q ∈ P , an element r ∈ P is a common divisor if p, q ∈ rP . An element d ∈ P is
said to be the greatest common divisor (GCD) for p and q, if every common divisor d˜
of p and q satisfies d ∈ d˜P . For every pair p and q, the GCD exists by an application
of Zorn’s Lemma, and it is unique up to multiplication by the subgroup of invertible
elements P ∗. The GCD relates to the (right) LCM as follows:
Proposition 4.2. Let P be an abelian right LCM semigroup. If d is a greatest common
divisor and m a least common multiple for p, q ∈ P , then mP ∗ = d−1pqP ∗.
Proof. As P is abelian and d−1p, d−1q ∈ P , we have d−1pq ∈ pP ∩qP = mP . Conversely,
let a, b ∈ P with m = pa = qb. Since pq ∈ mP , there is c ∈ P such that pq = mc =
pac = qbc. By left cancellation, this says that q = ac and p = bc, that is, c is a common
divisor of p and q. Thus we get d = ce for some e ∈ P , and hence m = pd−1qe ∈ pd−1qP .
As P is right LCM, this shows mP ∗ = d−1pqP ∗. 
If P = N×, the claim in the previous proposition is nothing but the well-known
equality nm = GCD(n,m) · lcm(n,m) for all n,m ∈ N.
The set P (⊥) ⊂ P × P and the maps F(p,q) : Q(G ⋊θ P ) → F for (p, q) ∈ P (⊥)
introduced in the following remark will be crucial to the proof of Lemma 4.4, which is
the heart of the whole section and goes all the way back to [Cun77, Proposition 1.10].
Remark 4.3. Let P (⊥) .= {(p, q) ∈ P × P | pP ∩ qP = pqP} denote the collection of all
relatively prime pairs in P . The terminology alludes to the fact that pP ∩ qP = pqP is
equivalent to the GCD of p and q being in P ∗, see Proposition 4.2. For all (p, q) ∈ P (⊥),
the isometries sp and sq in Q(G⋊θ P ) doubly commute, i.e.
(4.1) s∗psq = sqs
∗
p,
as easily follows by (II), applied to g = g1 = g2 = 1G, p
′ = q and q′ = p.
Two pairs (p, q), (p˜, q˜) ∈ P (⊥) satisfy p−1q = p˜−1q˜ if and only if there is x ∈ P ∗ such
that p˜ = xp and q˜ = xq. This relation defines an equivalence relation on P (⊥)× P (⊥)
that we denote by ∼. For each (p, q) ∈ P (⊥), we define a contractive, linear map
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F(p,q) : Q(G ⋊θ P ) → F by a 7→
∫
T
γχ(spas
∗
q) dχ, where the integration is with respect
to the normalized Haar measure on the compact abelian group T . We observe that
(4.2) F(p,q)(a) = sps
∗
pF(p,q)(a)sqs
∗
q for all a ∈ Q(G⋊θ P ), (p, q) ∈ P (⊥).
Moreover, we note that
(4.3) s∗pF(p,q)(a)sq = s
∗
p˜F(p˜,q˜)(a)sq˜ whenever (p, q) ∼ (p˜, q˜).
Finally, for every ugsp′s
∗
q′uh with g, h ∈ G, p′, q′ ∈ P , there is a unique [(p, q)] ∈ P (⊥)/∼
such that
ugsp′s
∗
q′uh = s
∗
pspugsp′s
∗
q′uhs
∗
qsq = s
∗
pF(p,q)(ugsp′s
∗
q′uh)sq ,
obtained as p′P ∩ q′P = p′pP, p′p = q′q (a least common multiple of p′ and q′). Thus for
every a ∈ span{ugsp′s∗q′uh | g, h ∈ G, p′, q′ ∈ P}, there is a uniquely determined finite
set A(a) ⊂ P (⊥)/∼ with the property that
(4.4) a =
∑
[(p,q)]∈A(a)
s∗pF(p,q)(a)sq ,
which is well defined by (4.3).
Lemma 4.4. If a ∈ Q(G⋊θ P ) satisfies F(p,q)(a) = 0 for all (p, q) ∈ P (⊥), then a = 0.
Proof. Suppose a ∈ Q(G ⋊θ P ) satisfies F(p,q)(a) = 0 for all (p, q) ∈ P (⊥). We fix a
faithful representation ϕ : Q(G⋊θ P )→ L(H) on some Hilbert space H . Precomposing
by a gauge automorphism ϕ◦γχ : Q(G⋊θP )→ L(H) is then still a faithful representation
for every χ ∈ T . Given ξ, η ∈ H with ‖ξ‖ = ‖η‖ = 1, define f : T → C by
f(χ)
.
= 〈ϕ(γχ(a))ξ, η〉.
Pick a sequence (ak)k∈N ⊂ span{ugsp′s∗q′uh | g, h ∈ G, p′, q′ ∈ P} with ak → a, and
define fk : T → C by
fk(χ)
.
= 〈ϕ(γχ(ak))ξ, η〉.
As ‖f − fk‖∞ ≤ ‖a − ak‖ → 0, (fk)k∈N converges uniformly to f on T . According to
(4.4), there is a uniquely determined sequence of finite subsets (A(ak))k∈N ⊂ P (⊥)/∼
such that ak =
∑
[(p,q)]∈A(ak) s
∗
pF(p,q)(ak)sq for all k ≥ 1. This leads us to
fk(χ) =
∑
[(p,q)]∈A(ak)
〈ϕ(γχ(s∗pF(p,q)(ak)sq))ξ, η〉 =
∑
[(p,q)]∈A(ak)
cp−1q,kχ(p
−1q)
for cp−1q,k
.
= 〈ϕ(s∗pF(p,q)(ak)sq)ξ, η〉 as F(p,q)(ak) ∈ F . We set cp−1q,k .= 0 for [(p, q)] /∈
A(ak). Note that if [(p1, q1)], [(p2, q2)] ∈ A(ak) are distinct, then p−11 q1 6= p−12 q2 in the
group P−1P as (pi, qi) ∈ P (⊥) for i = 1, 2. Therefore, we can interpret cp−1q,k as the
Fourier coefficient of ak for p
−1q. Every element g ∈ P−1P can be described as p−1q for
some (p, q) ∈ P (⊥) by removing the GCD from any given expression as a quotient of
two elements from P . Since (fk)k∈N converges uniformly to f , the Fourier coefficients
(cp−1q,k)k∈N converge to the Fourier coefficients cp−1q
.
= 〈ϕ(s∗pF(p,q)(a)sq)ξ, η〉 of f for all
p−1q ∈ P−1P . But then F(p,q)(a) = 0 for all (p, q) ∈ P (⊥) forces cp−1q,k → cp−1q = 0
for all p−1q ∈ P−1P , so that f(χ) = limk→∞ fk(χ) = 0 for all χ ∈ T . As ξ and η were
arbitrary and ϕ ◦ γχ was faithful, we get a = 0. 
We denote by C∗(P ∗) the C∗-algebra of the abelian group P ∗, and think of C∗(P ∗)
as the subalgebra of Q(G⋊θ P ) generated by the unitaries sp, p ∈ P ∗.
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Lemma 4.5. Suppose that P ∗ is finite. If w ∈ Q(G ⋊θ P ) is a unitary satisfying
wspw
∗ = zpsp with zp ∈ T for all p ∈ P , then w ∈ C∗(P ∗) and zp = 1 for all p ∈ P .
Proof. For every r ∈ P , (4.1) allows us to compute
s∗rγχ(spws
∗
q)sr = zpzqγχ(s
∗
rs
∗
qwspsr) = zrzpzqγχ(s
∗
qs
∗
rsrwsp) = zrγχ(spws
∗
q)
for all (p, q) ∈ P (⊥). Therefore we get s∗rF(p,q)(w)sr = zrF(p,q)(w) for all r ∈ P and all
(p, q) ∈ P (⊥). As F(p,q)(w) ∈ F by definition, Lemma 4.1 implies that
(s∗pmF(p,q)(w)spm)m∈N = (zpm)m∈NF(p,q)(w)
converges to a limit in C. However, for every (p, q) ∈ P (⊥) with p /∈ P ∗ or q /∈ P ∗,
(4.2) forces F(p,q)(w) = 0 as sps
∗
p or sqs
∗
q is a proper subprojection of 1 and hence not in
C. Since P ∗ is finite, we can consider the element a .= w −∑[(p,q)]∈P (⊥)/∼,
p,q∈P ∗
s∗pF(p,q)(w)sq,
which then satisfies F(p,q)(a) = 0 for all (p, q) ∈ P (⊥). Lemma 4.4 now implies
w =
∑
[(p,q)]∈P (⊥)/∼,
p,q∈P ∗
s∗pF(p,q)(w)sq ∈ C∗(P ∗)
as F(p,q)(w) ∈ C by the previous part. Since P is abelian, w commutes with every sp,
so zp = 1 for all p ∈ P . 
We are now ready to prove the announced theorem.
Theorem 4.6. Suppose that P ∗ is finite. The relative commutant C∗({sp | p ∈ P})′ ∩
Q(G⋊θP ) equals C∗(P ∗). In particular, if there are no non-trivial elements in P ∗, then
C∗({sp | p ∈ P})′ ∩ Q(G⋊θ P ) = C.
Proof. Being a unital C∗-algebra, the relative commutant C∗({sp | p ∈ P})′∩Q(G⋊θP )
is the linear span of its unitaries. According to Lemma 4.5, every such unitary belongs
to C∗(P ∗). The reverse inclusion is clear as P is abelian. 
Remark 4.7. The assumption in Theorem 4.6 that the subgroup P ∗ of the invertible
elements in P needs to be finite is likely to be dispensable. For instance, this hypothesis
could be got rid of by establishing a Feje´r-type theorem for the series∑
[(p,q)]∈P (⊥)/∼,
p,q∈P ∗
s∗pF(p,q)(w)sq
which will in general fail to be norm convergent, even if w is as above. Nevertheless,
we would expect the series to be Cesa`ro summable once a suitable way to count the
elements of P ∗ is introduced. This aspect lies outside the scope of the present work, but
we plan to address it in future studies.
Remark 4.8. In the context of integral dynamics, see Example 2.1, the relative commu-
tant C∗({sp | p ∈ T})′∩Q(Z⋊P ) for T ⊂ S might also be worth computing. We would
expect it to equal C∗({sp | p ∈ S \ T}).
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5. Extendability of Bogolubov automorphisms
For every 2 ≤ p <∞ the C∗-algebra Qp = Q(Z⋊θp N) is by now known as the p-adic
ring C∗-algebra. Inside each Qp, there is a copy of the Cuntz algebra Op, generated by
(uisp)0≤i≤p−1. For convenience, let us from now on denote these generating isometries
uisp of Op ⊂ Qp by Ti. The case p = 2 has already been studied in detail in [LL12,
ACR18a]. A special feature of Q2 is that the two isometries T0 and T1 are intertwined
by u, i.e. T0u = uT1. For a general p, however, T0 and Tp−1 are still intertwined by u,
but we cannot expect all the isometries Ti to be unitarily equivalent to one another. For
instance, consider p = 3 and the faithful canonical representation π : Q3 → L(ℓ2(Z)).
Here, both π(T0) and π(T2) have eigenvalue 1 corresponding to the eigenvectors ξ0
and ξ−1, respectively. However, the point spectrum of π(T1) is empty. Indeed, if ξ =∑
m∈Z cmξm ∈ ℓ2(Z) satisfies π(T1)ξ = λξ for some λ ∈ T, then
∑
m∈Z cmξ3m+1 =∑
m∈Z λcmξm. Therefore, |cm| = |c3m+1| for all if m ∈ Z, which forces ξ = 0.
We start our discussion by introducing a distinguished representation of Op, occasion-
ally referred to as the interval picture of Op, which will come in useful in Lemma 5.4.
For 2 ≤ p < ∞, we define a map σ : Op → L(L2([0, 1])) by σ(Ti)(f)(t) = √pf ◦ h−1i (t)
for t ∈ [i/p, (i+ 1)/p] and 0 otherwise, for f ∈ L2([0, 1]) and i = 0, . . . , p− 1, where hi
is the compression
hi : [0, 1] → [i/p, (i+ 1)/p]
t 7→ (i+ t)/p
and the Hilbert space L2([0, 1]) is defined w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure. Observing
that the adjoint of σ(Ti) is given by σ(Ti)
∗(f) = 1√
p
f ◦ hi, we see that σ(Ti)∗σ(Ti) =
δi,j idL2([0,1]) and σ(Ti)σ(Ti)
∗ = idL2([i/p,(i+1)/p]). Hence σ defines a representation of Op.
Remark 5.1. If ϕ : Op → L(H) is a unital representation on some Hilbert space H such
that ϕ(Tp−1) is a pure isometry (namely the range projections of its powers converge
strongly to 0), then ϕ has at most one extension to a representation of Qp. Obviously,
any extension is completely determined by the image of the unitary u. Now if U,W ∈
U(H) are such that either of them yields an extension of ϕ to a representation of Qp,
then Wϕ(Ti) = ϕ(Ti+1) = Uϕ(Ti) for all 0 ≤ i ≤ p − 2, Wϕ(Tp−1) = ϕ(T0)W , and
Uϕ(Tp−1) = ϕ(T0)U lead to
U −W = lim
k→∞
∑
|α|=k
(U −W )ϕ(Tα)ϕ(Tα)∗ = lim
k→∞
(U −W )ϕ(Tp−1)kϕ(Tp−1)∗k = 0,
where α ranges over multi-indices of length k in the letters {0, 1, . . . , p − 1} and Tα =
Tα1Tα2 · · ·Tαk , because ϕ(Tp−1) is pure.
Proposition 5.2. For 2 ≤ p <∞, the isometries (σ(Ti))0≤i≤p−1 are pure and the repre-
sentation σ of Op extends uniquely to a representation σ˜ : Qp → L(L2([0, 1])). Moreover,
σ˜ is not unitarily equivalent to the canonical representation π : Qp → L(ℓ2(Z)).
Proof. We start by observing that the isometry σ(Ti) is pure since σ(Ti)
kσ(Ti)
∗k is
the projection onto L2(I), where I ⊂ [0, 1] is an interval of length p−k. According to
Remark 5.1 σ thus admits at most one extension to a representation of Qp. In order to
obtain an extension σ˜, we note that the each of the following two families of mutually
orthogonal projections
{σ(T jp−1Ti T ∗i T ∗jp−1) | 0 ≤ i ≤ p− 2, j ≥ 0} and {σ(T j0Ti T ∗i T ∗j0 ) | 1 ≤ i ≤ p− 1, j ≥ 0}
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sums up to the identity due to the pureness of Tp−1 and T0, respectively. We then define
U ∈ L(L2([0, 1])) by
(5.1) Uσ(T jp−1Ti T
∗
i T
∗j
p−1)
.
= σ(T j0Ti+1T
∗
i T
∗j
p−1) for 0 ≤ i ≤ p− 2, j ≥ 0.
As
UU∗ =
∑
1≤i≤p−1,
j≥0
σ(T j0Ti T
∗
i T
∗j
0 ) = 1, and
U∗U = U∗
∑
1≤i≤p−1,
j≥0
σ(T j0Ti T
∗
i T
∗j
0 )U =
∑
0≤i≤p−2,
j≥0
σ(T jp−1Ti T
∗
i T
∗j
p−1) = 1,
the operator U is a unitary. For i = 0, . . . , p− 2, we clearly have Uσ(Ti) = σ(Ti+1) by
(5.1), and Uσ(Tp−1) = σ(T0)U follows from
Uσ(Tp−1)U∗ = U
∑
0≤i≤p−2,
j≥0
σ(T j+1p−1Ti T
∗
i T
∗j
p−1)U
∗ =
∑
1≤i≤p−1,
j≥0
σ(T j+10 Ti T
∗
i T
∗j
0 ) = σ(T0).
Finally, the representation σ˜ is not unitarily equivalent to π because the point spectrum
of the pure isometries is empty, whereas π(Tp−1) has eigenvalue 1 corresponding to the
eigenspace spanned by ξ−1 ∈ ℓ2(Z). 
Remark 5.3. We provide an explicit description of the operator U for p = 2. As it
turns out to be defined piecewise, we need to set some notation. We define I0
.
= [0, 1
2
],
Ik
.
= [
∑k
l=1
1
2l
,
∑k+1
l=1
1
2l
], k ≥ 1, and Jk .= [ 12j+1 , 12j ], k ≥ 0. Given any f ∈ L2([0, 1]) we
can write f =
∑∞
k=0 fk, where fk = fχIk . Then Uf is given by the function g =
∑∞
k=0 gk,
where gk = gχJk with
g0(s) = f0(s− 12) s ∈ [12 , 1]
g1(s) = f1(s+
1
4
) s ∈ [1
4
, 1
2
]
gk(s) = fk(s+
∑k−1
l=1
1
2l
+ 1
2k+1
) s ∈ Jk, k ≥ 2
In the sequel, we shall refer to the representation σ˜ : Qp → L(L2([0, 1])) from Propo-
sition 5.2 as the interval picture of Qp.
A distinguished family of automorphisms of Op is given by the Bogolubov auto-
morphisms λA associated with a unitary matrix A = (ai,j) ∈ Up(C), where λA(Ti) .=∑p−1
j=0 aj,iTj . As λA ◦ λB = λAB, the map Up(C) ∋ A 7→ λA ∈ Aut(Op) is a repre-
sentation of the group Up(C). Gauge automorphisms are obviously a special case of
Bogolubov automorphisms, i.e. those coming from diagonal matrices with entries in T.
The aim of this section is to determine which Bogolubov automorphisms of Op extend
to automorphisms of Qp. In addition, we show that all these Bogolubov automorphisms
admit a unique extension to an automorphism of Qp, see Theorem 5.8: The group of
extendible Bogolubov automorphisms is generated by the gauge automorphisms and
the exchange automorphism described in Definition 5.6. Moreover, we show that the
extensions of all nontrivial gauge automorphisms of Op are outer automorphisms of Qp,
see Theorem 6.15.
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Lemma 5.4. For all 2 ≤ p < ∞, every Bogolubov automorphism λA of Op admits at
most one extension λ˜A to an automorphism of Qp.
Proof. Let A = (ai,j) ∈ Up(C). We intend to invoke Remark 5.1, so we need to work
in a representation ϕ˜ of Qp that extends a non-zero representation ϕ of Op for which
ϕ(λA(Tp−1)) is pure. For if λ˜A is an extension of λA to Qp, then ϕ˜ ◦ λ˜A will be an
extension of ϕ ◦ λA, which is unique due to Remark 5.1. But if ϕ is non-zero, it is
actually an isomorphism, and so is ϕ˜ as both Op and Qp are simple. Therefore, the
extension λ˜A is also unique.
IfM
.
= max{|ai,p−1| | i = 0, 1, . . . p−1} ∈ [0, 1] equals 1, then ai,p−1 = δi,i0 for a unique
0 ≤ i0 ≤ p− 1. According to Proposition 5.2, we can then pick ϕ = σ. The case M < 1
is handled in the canonical representation ϕ = π instead: Let Qk
.
= π(λA(T
k
p−1T
∗k
p−1)) de-
note the range projection of the k-th power. We observe that λA(Tp−1)k =
∑
|α|=k cαTα,
where α is a multi-index with values in {0, 1, . . . , p − 1} and cα = aj1,p−1 . . . ajk,p−1 for
α = (j1, . . . , jk). Then the inequality |cα| ≤ Mk forces ‖Qkξm‖ ≤ Mk → 0 as k → ∞
for every m ∈ Z because M < 1 and T ∗αTβ = 0 for all multi-indices α 6= β of length k.
Therefore, π(λA(Tp−1)) is pure and the proof is complete. 
We will now show that very few Bogolubov automorphisms are extendible.
Lemma 5.5. If λA is an extendible Bogolubov automorphism, then λ˜A(u) ∈ C∗(Z).
Proof. As an intermediate step, we show that λ˜A(u) ∈ F , for which we proceed by
contradiction. Suppose there exists some z ∈ T \ {1} such that γz(λ˜A(u)) 6= λ˜A(u). Set
Λ(sp)
.
= λA(sp) and Λ(u)
.
= γz(λ˜A(u)). We want to show that Λ is an automorphism of
Qp that extends λA. The calculation
Λ(Ti) = Λ(u
i)Λ(sp) = γz(λ˜A(u
i))λA(sp) = zγz(λA(Ti)) = λA(Ti)
for Ti = u
isp ensures that Λ|Op = λA. The defining relation of Qp corresponding to (I)
and (III) are satisfied as
Λ(sp)Λ(u) = zγz(λ˜A(spu)) = zγz(λ˜A(u
psp)) = Λ(u)
pΛ(sp), and
p−1∑
m=0
Λ(u)mΛ(sp)Λ(sp)
∗Λ(u)−m =
p−1∑
m=0
zzγz(λA(em,p)) = γz(λA(1)) = 1.
Now Lemma 5.4 yields a contradiction. Hence we get λ˜A(u) ∈ F .
Next, we note that for all x ∈ F ′k .= span{umspks∗pku−n | m,n ∈ Z}, the element
λA(T
∗k
0 )xλA(T
k
p−1) belongs to C
∗(Z). Let x ∈ F = ⋃k≥1F ′k and choose an approximating
sequence (xk)k≥1 with xk ∈ F ′f(k) for some f : N → N. As F ′k ⊂ F ′k+1 for all k, we can
assume that f is monotone increasing. Now if λA(T
∗k
0 )xλA(T
k
p−1) → y in Qp, then
y ∈ C∗(Z) as
‖y − λA(T ∗f(k)0 )xkλA(T f(k)p−1 )‖ ≤ ‖y − λA(T ∗f(k)0 )xλA(T f(k)p−1 )‖+ ‖x− xk‖ → 0
and λA(T
∗f(k)
0 )xkλA(T
f(k)
p−1 ) ∈ C∗(Z). Now, we observe that T ∗k0 uT kp−1 = u. Thus, using
that λ˜A(u) ∈ F by the first part and that (λA(T ∗k0 )λ˜A(u)λA(T kp−1))k≥1 is a constant
sequence equal to λ˜A(u), we deduce that λ˜A(u) ∈ C∗(Z). 
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Definition 5.6. For the exchange matrix E ∈Mp({0, 1}), that is, E = (δp−i+1,j)1≤i,j≤p,
the associated Bogolubov automorphism λE of Op is called the exchange automorphism.
For the proof of our main result Theorem 5.8, we need the following small variation of
[ACR18a, Proposition A.1], for which we remark that the proof carries over verbatim.
Here we limit ourselves to pointing out that the integer n is the winding number of f ,
which is well defined thanks to compactness of T along with continuity of f .
Proposition 5.7. For all 2 ≤ p < ∞, every f ∈ C(T,T) satisfying f(zp) = f(z)p for
all z ∈ T is of the form f(z) = zn for some n ∈ Z.
Theorem 5.8. A Bogolubov automorphism λA of Op admits an extension to an auto-
morphism of Qp if and only if A belongs to the subgroup {zB | z ∈ T, B ∈ {1, E}} ∼=
T× Z/2Z of Up(C). If A = z1, then λ˜A(u) = u, whereas A = zE implies λ˜A(u) = u∗.
Proof. By Lemma 5.5, there is f ∈ C(T,T) ∼= U(C∗(Z)) such that f(u) = λ˜A(u).
Applying λ˜A to both sides of (I) and using the fact that f(u
p)sp = spf(u), we easily get
f(u)pλA(Ti) = λ˜A(u)
p+iλA(T0) = λ˜A(u)
iλA(T0)λ˜A(u) = λ˜A(u)
iλA(T0)f(u)
= λ˜A(u)
if(up)λA(T0) = f(u
p)λA(Ti)
for all 0 ≤ i ≤ p− 1. Thus relation (III) implies that f satisfies the functional equation
from Proposition 5.7 for p, and hence there is n ∈ Z such that f(z) = zn for all z ∈ T.
Next, we observe that each 1 ≤ i ≤ p− 1 yields an equation
p−1∑
j=0
aj,iu
jsp =
p−1∑
j=0
aj,iTj = λA(Ti) = λ˜A(u
i)λA(T0) =
p−1∑
j=0
aj,0u
j+nisp,
which, applied to ξ0 gives
(5.2)
p−1∑
j=0
aj,iξj =
p−1∑
k=0
ak,0ξk+ni for all 1 ≤ i ≤ p− 1.
n = 0: The algebra Qp is simple and λ˜A 6= 0, so λ˜A has to be faithful, which excludes
n = 0.
|n| ≥ 2: The fact that j 6= k + n(p− 1) for all 0 ≤ j, k ≤ p− 1 forces λA(Tp−1) = 0 due
to (5.2), but this is impossible as λA(Tp−1) needs to be an isometry.
n = 1: As j 6= k + n(p − 1) for all 0 ≤ j, k ≤ p − 1 except j = p − 1 and k = 0, (5.2)
implies that ak,0 = zδk,0 for some z ∈ T, as λA(T0) needs to be an isometry. But
then we get
λA(Ti) = λ˜A(u
i)λA(T0)
n=1
= zuiT0 = γz(Ti)
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ p− 1, so that λA = γz.
n = −1: Similar to the case of n = 1, we get ak,0 = zδk,p−1 for some z ∈ T by looking
at i = p− 1. From this we get
λA(Ti) = λ˜A(u
i)λA(T0)
n=−1
= zu−iTp−1 = γz(λE(Ti))
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ p− 1, so that λA = γz ◦ λE.

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Remark 5.9. According to Theorem 5.8, the only way an extendible non-trivial Bogol-
ubov automorphism λA can fix one of the generating isometries (Ti)0≤i≤p−1 is that p is
odd and A is the exchange matrix E, in which case the fixed isometry is T(p−1)/2.
Remark 5.10. In the case of algebraic dynamical systems (G,P, θ) where P has more
than one generator, it is not clear what the right definition of a Bogolubov automorphism
ought to be. A good place to start appears to be the case of integral dynamics, see
Example 2.1, the natural higher-dimensional version of Qp where P ⊂ N× is generated
by a family S of mutually relatively prime natural numbers. In such a situation, there
is a notion of a torsion subalgebra AS = C∗({uisp | p ∈ S, 0 ≤ i ≤ p− 1}) ⊂ Q(Z⋊ P ),
which plays the role of Op ⊂ Qp in many ways, see [BOS18] for details.
6. Automorphisms preserving the group C*-algebra
6.1. Automorphisms fixing the group C*-algebra. In this subsection we consider
automorphisms of Q(G⋊θ P ) that fix the group C∗-algebra C∗(G) ⊂ Q(G⋊θ P ) point-
wise. The corresponding subgroup of AutQ(G⋊θP ) shall be denoted by AutC∗(G)Q(G⋊θ
P ). We restrict our attention to the situation where (G,P, θ) is an algebraic dynamical
system of finite type such that G and P are abelian. We note that this covers both
Example 2.2 and Example 2.1. In Theorem 6.2 we show that, under this hypothesis,
every element of AutC∗(G)Q(G⋊θP ) arises from a suitable family of unitaries in the com-
mutative group C∗-algebra C∗(G), given that C∗(G) is maximal abelian in Q(G⋊θ P ).
This result generalizes [ACR18a, Theorems 6.13 and 6.14], and is used in Theorem 6.5
to show that AutC∗(G)Q(G ⋊θ P ) is a maximal abelian subgroup of the automorphism
group of Q(G⋊θP ). These results point towards a generalization of the notion of quasi-
freeness that appears in [DS01, Zac00], but we shall not pursue this line of research
here.
In the sequel, we will make use of commutativity of G to identify C∗(G) with C(Ĝ)
via ug 7→ [χ 7→ χ(g)], where Ĝ is the Pontryagin dual of G.
Definition 6.1. A map ψ : P → C(Ĝ,T), p 7→ ψp is said to be a θ-twisted homomor-
phism if it satisfies
(6.1) ψpq = ψpθ˜p(ψq) for all p, q ∈ P,
where θ˜p(ug)
.
= uθp(g) for g ∈ G. The collection of all θ-twisted homomorphisms is
denoted by Homθ(P,C(Ĝ,T)).
We note that Homθ(P,C(Ĝ,T)) is an abelian group under pointwise multiplication
with inverses given by (ψ−1)p
.
= (ψp)
−1 because θ consists of group homomorphisms of
G.
Theorem 6.2. The map ψ 7→ βψ with βψ(ugsp) .= ugψpsp for (g, p) ∈ G ⋊θ P defines
an injective group homomorphism Homθ(P,C(Ĝ,T)) → AutC∗(G)Q(G ⋊θ P ). If C∗(G)
is maximal abelian in Q(G⋊θ P ), then this homomorphism is an isomorphism and
EndC∗(G)Q(G⋊θ P ) = AutC∗(G)Q(G⋊θ P ) ∼= Homθ(P,C(Ĝ,T)).
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Proof. We first verify the defining relations (I)–(III) from Section 2 for βψ(ug) = ug and
βψ(sp): Relation (I) holds as
βψ(sp)ug = ψpspug = ψpuθp(g)sp = uθp(g)βψ(sp).
For (II), let p, q ∈ P, g ∈ G. Since P is abelian, we let r ∈ P denote a greatest common
divisor of p and q, see Proposition 4.2, and pick q′, p′ ∈ P such that p = rq′, q = rp′, so
that pP ∩ qP = rq′p′P . As q′ and p′ are relatively prime, that is, (q′, p′) ∈ P (⊥) in the
notation of Remark 4.3, and (G,P, θ) is of finite type, [Sta15, Proposition 1.1] implies
θq′(G)θp′(G) = G. By (6.1), we have
ψ∗pψq = θ˜r(ψ
∗
q′)ψ
∗
rψr θ˜r(ψp′) = θ˜r(ψ
∗
q′ψp′)
so that, after some computations,
βψ(s
∗
p)ugβψ(sq) = s
∗
pθ˜r(ψ
∗
q′ψp′)ugsq
=
{
ug1s
∗
q′ψ
∗
q′ψp′sp′ug2 , if g = θp(g1)θq(g2) (⇔ g ∈ θr(G))
0 , otherwise.
Now we observe that s∗q′ψ
∗
q′ψp′sp′ equals ψp′sp′s
∗
q′ψ
∗
q′ as
ψp′sp′s
∗
q′ψ
∗
q′ = ψp′s
∗
q′sp′ψ
∗
q′ = s
∗
q′ θ˜q′(ψp′)θ˜p′(ψ
∗
q′)sp′
and
ψ∗q′ψp′ = θ˜q′(ψp′)θ˜p′(ψ
∗
q′)⇐⇒ ψp′ θ˜p′(ψq′) = ψq′p′ = ψq′ θ˜q′(ψp′).
This shows that relation (II) is satisfied. Checking the summation relation (III) amounts
to ∑
g∈G/θp(G)
βψ(eg,p) = ψp
( ∑
g∈G/θp(G)
eg,p
)
ψ∗p = 1
because ψp is a unitary. Thus βψ defines an endomorphism of Q(G⋊θ P ). It is evident
that βψ ◦ βϕ = βψϕ. In particular, βψ−1 ◦ βψ = id = βψ ◦ βψ−1 implies that, βψ is
an automorphism, and hence an element of AutC∗(G)Q(G ⋊θ P ) because βψ(ug) = ug
as C∗(G) is abelian. If βψ = βϕ for ψ, ϕ ∈ Homθ(P,C(Ĝ,T)), then ψpsp = βψ(sp) =
βϕ(sp) = ϕpsp. Multiplying the equation by ug on the left, by s
∗
pu
∗
g on the right, where
g ∈ G ranges over a transversal for G/θp(G) leads to
ψp = ψp
( ∑
g∈G/θp(G)
eg,p
)
= ϕp
( ∑
g∈G/θp(G)
eg,p
)
= ϕp.
Thus the group homomorphism Homθ(P,C(Ĝ,T)) → AutC∗(G)Q(G ⋊θ P ), ψ 7→ βψ is
injective.
As for the second claim, suppose C∗(G) is maximal abelian in Q(G ⋊θ P ), and let
β ∈ EndC∗(G)Q(G ⋊θ P ). Then both parts of the claim will follow if we show β = βψ
for some ψ ∈ Homθ(P,C(Ĝ,T)). Note that β is necessarily unital as 1 ∈ C∗(G). For all
g, h ∈ G and p ∈ P we have
s∗pu
∗
gβ(sp)uh = s
∗
pu
∗
guθp(h)β(sp) = uhs
∗
pu
∗
gβ(sp)
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because G is abelian and β fixes C∗(G) pointwise. Thus wg,p
.
= s∗pu
∗
gβ(sp) is an element
of C∗(G), as the latter is assumed maximal abelian. Then the finite linear combination
wp
.
=
∑
g∈G/θp(G) ugθ˜p(wg,p) ∈ C∗(G) satisfies
wpsp =
∑
g∈G/θp(G)
ugθ˜p(wg,p)sp =
∑
g∈G/θp(G)
ugsps
∗
pu
∗
gβ(sp) = β(sp).
The element wp is a unitary in C
∗(G) since wpugsp = ugwpsp = ugβ(sp) = β(ugsp) and
the summation relation for p allow us to compute
w∗pwp = wpw
∗
p = wp
( ∑
g∈G/θp(G)
eg,p
)
w∗p = β
( ∑
g∈G/θp(G)
eg,p
)
= β(1) = 1.
Finally, we claim that ψ(p)
.
= wp defines a θ-twisted homomorphism so that β = βψ.
Indeed, given p, q ∈ P we deduce ψ(pq) = ψ(p)θ˜p(ψ(q)) from the equation
ψ(pq)spq = β(spq) = β(sp)β(sq) = ψ(p)θ˜p(ψ(q))spq
in the same way as we proved injectivity of the group homomorphism. Thus we arrive
at β = βψ. 
The proof of Theorem 6.2 shows that a family of unitaries in C∗(G) defines a ∗-
homomorphism of Q(G ⋊θ P ) if and only if it comes from a θ-twisted homomorphism.
As a strengthening of Theorem 6.2, we will now prove that AutC∗(G)Q(G ⋊θ P ) is not
only abelian but maximal abelian in AutQ(G⋊θ P ) in a number of important cases, see
Theorem 6.5.
Lemma 6.3. Let K be a metrizable compact abelian group. If χ ∈ K has the property
that for every f ∈ C(K,T) there exists λf ∈ T with f(χξ) = λff(ξ) for all ξ ∈ K, then
χ = 1K.
Proof. In fact, this is a particular case of a more general result proved in Theorem 3.6
of [ACR18b] that the same is true for every continuous map Φ on a metrizable compact
space X . 
Remark 6.4. The result recalled in the proof of Lemma 6.3 extends to general C∗-
algebras: every endomorphism ϕ of a unital C∗-algebra A such that ϕ(u) = χuu for
every u ∈ U(A), where χu ∈ T, must be the identity map of A. This is seen as follows.
If a ∈ Asa and ‖a‖ ≤ 1, then a = 12(f+(a) + f−(a)) with f+(t) = t + i
√
1− t2 and
f−(t) = t − i
√
1− t2. Now ϕ(a) = 1
2
(χ+f+(a) + χ−f−(a)) says that C∗(a), which is of
course both separable and commutative, is globally invariant under ϕ. Therefore, the
endomorphism restricts to C∗(a) trivially. This concludes the proof as a ∈ Asa was an
arbitrary self-adjoint contraction.
The following result is a generalization of [ACR18a, Theorem 6.16].
Theorem 6.5. Suppose that (G,P, θ) is an algebraic dynamical system such that G is
abelian. If C∗(G) ⊂ Q(G⋊θ P ) is maximal abelian and Q(G ⋊θ P ) is simple, then the
group AutC∗(G)Q(G⋊θ P ) is maximal abelian in AutQ(G⋊θ P ).
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Proof. Since C∗(G) ⊂ Q(G ⋊θ P ) is maximal abelian, we can apply Theorem 6.2 to
deduce that AutC∗(G)Q(G ⋊θ P ) ∼= Homθ(P,C(Ĝ,T)), which is abelian. Let α be such
that α ◦ β = β ◦ α for all β ∈ AutC∗(G)Q(G ⋊θ P ). In particular, for β = Ad(x)
with x ∈ U(C∗(G)) we get Ad(α(x)) = α ◦ Ad(x) ◦ α−1 = Ad(x). Thus we have
Ad(x−1α(x)) = id, which implies that x−1α(x) belongs to the center of Q(G⋊θ P ). As
Q(G ⋊θ P ) is simple, its center is trivial, so there is λx ∈ T with α(x) = λxx for every
x ∈ U(C∗(G)). Since α is a ∗-homomorphism, the values λx arise from a character
χ ∈ Ĝ via α(ug) = χ(g)ug for all g ∈ G. Therefore, reinterpreting α(x) = λxx for
x ∈ U(C∗(G)) as an equation for functions f ∈ C(Ĝ,T) ∼= U(C∗(G)), we arrive at
f(χξ) = λf f(ξ) for all ξ ∈ Ĝ, f ∈ C(Ĝ,T).
Since G is countable, its compact abelian Pontryagin dual Ĝ is a metrizable compact
abelian group. Thus Lemma 6.3 implies χ = 1Ĝ so that α ∈ AutC∗(G)Q(G⋊θ P ). 
We have chosen this abstract formulation of Theorem 6.5 as we do not have a com-
plete answer to the question when C∗(G) is maximal abelian in Q(G⋊θ P ) for arbitrary
algebraic dynamical systems, and the precise condition for simplicity is somewhat tech-
nical in the greatest generality, see for instance [Star15,BS16]. Yet the proof we provide
here does not need any of the relatively strong extra hypotheses that enter the proof of
Theorem 3.5.
Corollary 6.6. If (G,P, θ) belongs to the class described in Example 3.1 and Q(G⋊θP )
is simple, then AutC∗(G)Q(G⋊θ P ) is maximal abelian in AutQ(G⋊θ P ).
Proof. In the case of Example 2.1, Q(G ⋊θ P ) is known to be simple and (G,P, θ)
satisfies the conditions of Example 3.1. Thus C∗(G) is maximal abelian in Q(G ⋊θ P )
by Theorem 3.5, and Theorem 6.5 yields the claim. 
As a special case of Corollary 6.6, we would like to highlight the case of integral
dynamics:
Corollary 6.7. Suppose that (G,P, θ) satisfies the assumptions of Example 2.1. Then
AutC∗(Z)Q(Z⋊P ) ∼= Homθ(P,C(T,T)) is a maximal abelian subgroup of AutQ(Z⋊P ).
Remark 6.8. We would like to point out that a general statement can be made here about
arbitrary inclusions of C∗-algebrasB ⊂ A with B is abelian and A having trivial center.
Indeed, one has the equality CAutB A(AutA) = Z(AutBA), where CAutB A(AutA) is the
centralizer of AutBA in AutA and Z(AutB A) the center of AutBA. As a result, the
group AutBA is maximal abelian whenever it is abelian.
6.2. A closer look at integral dynamics. In this subsection, we assume that (G,P, θ)
is of the form specified in Example 2.1 so that we are dealing with subdynamics of Z⋊N×.
In this situation, (6.1) takes the more explicit form
(6.2) ψp(z)ψq(z
p) = ψq(z)ψp(z
q) for all z ∈ T and p, q ∈ P.
We observe that if one chooses ψp(z) = f(z) for all generators p ∈ S of P for some
f ∈ C(T,T), then f(z) = c for some constant c ∈ T unless |S| = 1.
It is not difficult to exhibit non-trivial solutions of this system of functional equations,
but to the best of the authors’ knowledge a complete description of all solutions of (6.2)
has yet to be found.
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The largest specimen for Example 2.1 yields the C∗-algebraQN introduced in [Cun08],
that is, we consider the case P = N×. For every other integral dynamics, the semidirect
product Z ⋊ P embeds into Z ⋊ N×, along with an embedding of the corresponding
C∗-algebra Q(Z ⋊θ P ) into Q(Z ⋊ N×) ∼= QN.
Cuntz remarked in [Cun08, Section 4] that QN is acted upon by a one-parameter
group of automorphisms, given by γt(u)
.
= u and γt(sp)
.
= pitsp for p ∈ N×, t ∈ R,
to which he refers as the canonical action of R. Here we consider the slightly larger
class of automorphisms AutC∗(Z)Q(Z ⋊ P ). Due to Theorem 3.5, which applies to
Z⋊P , Theorem 6.2 implies that we are dealing with automorphisms of the form βψ for
ψ ∈ Homθ(P,C(T,T)).
Proposition 6.9. Let ψ ∈ Homθ(P,C(T,T)). If ψp is a monomial in the generator z
for all p ∈ P , then it is of the form ψp(z) = zk(p−1) for some k ∈ Z.
Proof. Indeed, if we set ψp(z)
.
= zkp , then (6.2) turns into kpq = kp+pkq for all p, q ∈ N×.
It is then straightforward to check that all solutions of this system of integral equations
are of the form kp = k(p− 1) for all p, where k ∈ Z is arbitrary. 
The automorphisms βψk arising from the monomial solutions obtained in Proposi-
tion 6.9 are inner as βψk = Ad(u
−k).
Proposition 6.10. Let ψ ∈ Homθ(P,C(T,T)). If there is n ≥ 2 such that ψn is
constant, then ψp is constant for all p ∈ P .
Proof. By (6.2), we get ψp(z)ψn(z
p) = ψn(z)ψp(z
n), which reduces to ψp(z) = ψp(z
n) for
all p ∈ P as ψn is constant. But the only solutions to this type of functional equation
are constant since n ≥ 2. 
In the second part of this final section, we show that every automorphisms α of
Q(Z ⋊ P ) that fixes a natural subalgebra On = C∗({uksn | 0 ≤ k ≤ n − 1}) pointwise
for some n ∈ P, n ≥ 2 is necessarily of the form βψ appearing in Theorem 6.2 for some
ψ ∈ Hom(P,T), so that, in particular, α fixes C∗(Z) pointwise.
Theorem 6.11. For every n ∈ P , 2 ≤ n <∞, the group AutOnQ(Z⋊P ) is a subgroup of
AutC∗(Z)Q(Z ⋊ P ) ∼= Homθ(P,C(T,T)). For ψ ∈ Homθ(P,C(T,T)), the automorphism
βψ belongs to AutOnQ(Z⋊P ) if and only if ψ ∈ Hom(P,T) with ψn = 1, that is, βψ = γχ
for some χ ∈ T with χ(n) = 1.
Proof. Let n ∈ P , 2 ≤ n < ∞ and α ∈ AutOnQ(Z ⋊ P ). We work in the canonical
representation π : Q(Z ⋊ P ) → L(ℓ2(Z)) to show that α(u) = u. Noting that em,nk =
umsnks
∗
nku
−m ∈ On for k ≥ 1 if 0 ≤ m ≤ nk − 1, we get
α(u)em,nk = α(uem,nk) = u
m+1snks
∗
nku
−m = uem,nk
for all 0 ≤ m ≤ nk − 2. Therefore, we obtain π(α(u)) and π(u) coincide outside
ℓ2(
⋂
k≥1 n
k−1+nkZ) = Cξ−1 ⊂ ℓ2(Z). Now Q(Z⋊P ) is purely infinite and simple, so its
image under π does not contain any compact operator other than 0. Thus faithfulness
of π allows us to conclude that α(u) = u, so that AutOnQ(Z ⋊ P ) is a subgroup of
AutC∗(Z)Q(Z ⋊ P ) ∼= Hom(P,C(T,T)), where we refer to Theorem 6.2 for the latter
identification.
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Now suppose ψ ∈ Homθ(P,C(T,T)) satisfies βψ ∈ AutOnQ(Z ⋊ P ). Then sn =
βψ(sn) = ψnsn forces ψn = 1 as in the proof for injectivity in Theorem 6.2. But then
Proposition 6.10 implies ψp ∈ T for all p ∈ P , so that ψ ∈ Hom(P,T) and hence βψ is a
gauge automorphism γχ. 
This result has an interesting immediate consequence for which we recall from Exam-
ple 2.1 that S ⊂ N× is a family of mutually coprime numbers and P is the submonoid
of N× generated by S.
Corollary 6.12. For ∅ 6= S ′ ⊂ S, let Q .= 〈S \ S ′〉 ⊂ N×, R .= Q̂−1Q, and AS′ .=
C∗({uksp | p ∈ S ′, 0 ≤ k ≤ p − 1}) ⊂ Q(Z ⋊ P ). Then AutAS′Q(Z ⋊ P ) is isomor-
phic to the group of gauge automorphisms of R on Q(Z ⋊ Q). In particular, the only
automorphism of Q(Z ⋊ P ) that fixes the torsion subalgebra AS is the identity.
Corollary 6.12 is remarkable as the torsion subalgebra plays a central role for the
K-theory of Q(Z ⋊ P ). We remark that in view of
Q(Z ⋊ P ) ∼= lim−→Mp(C
∗(Z))⋊ P whereas AS ∼= lim−→Mp(C)⋊ P,
this rigidity is already apparent from Theorem 6.11 because it tells us that the group
C∗-algebra has to be fixed pointwise as well.
Remark 6.13. Thanks to Theorem 6.11, it is now easy to see that the group AutOn Q(Z⋊
P ) is topologically isomorphic with T|S|−1, where |S| is the rank of P , see Example 2.1,
irrespective of what n is. Here, T|S|−1 is equipped with the product topology and
AutOn Q(Z ⋊ P ) with the topology of pointwise convergence in norm.
6.3. Outerness. We start with a simple observation for AutC∗(G)Q(G ⋊θ P ) as dis-
cussed in Subsection 6.1 in the case of P = N, where every ψ ∈ Homθ(P,C(Ĝ,T))
is determined by a single unitary f ∈ C(Ĝ,T). By writing βf for βψ, we obtain the
following generalization of [ACR18a, Proposition 6.5]:
Proposition 6.14. Let (G,P, θ) be an algebraic dynamical system as in Example 2.2.
If f ∈ C(Ĝ,T) satisfies f(1Ĝ) 6= 1, then βf is an outer automorphism.
Proof. In the following computations, we work in the representation obtained out of the
canonical representation via Fourier transform. This is the representation on L2(Ĝ, µ)
given by π(s)ξ(χ)
.
= ξ(θˆ(χ)) for χ ∈ Ĝ, where θˆ is the surjective group endomorphism
of Ĝ corresponding θ via Pontryagin duality, π(ug)ξ(χ)
.
= χ(ug)ξ(χ), ξ ∈ L2(Ĝ, µ).
Suppose that βF = Ad(V ) for some V ∈ U(Q(G ⋊ N)). Since C∗(G) is a maximal
abelian subalgebra of Q(G ⋊ N), the unitary V is in C∗(G) ∼= C(Ĝ,T), which means
that V =Mg with g ∈ C(Ĝ,T). In our representation the equality f(u)s = V sV ∗ reads
as
f(χ)ξ(θˆ(χ)) = f(χ)(sξ)(χ) = (Mfs)(ξ)(χ) = (MgsMg)(ξ)(χ) = g(χ)(sMg)(ξ)(χ)
= g(χ)(Mg)(ξ)(θˆ(χ)) = g(χ)g(θˆ(χ))ξ(θˆ(χ))
In particular, if we choose χ = ξ = 1Ĝ we get
f(1Ĝ) = g(1Ĝ)g(θˆ(1Ĝ)) = g(1Ĝ)g(1Ĝ) = 1.

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The next result is a generalization of [ACR18a, Theorem 5.1] for Q2, but the proof
we give here is quite different. Recall that Np = [G : θp(G)], and if P is an abelian
right LCM semigroup, we denote by T the Pontryagin dual of its Grothendieck group
P−1P and by γ : T y Q(G ⋊θ P ) the gauge action given by γχ(ugsp) = χ(p)ugsp for
χ ∈ T, g ∈ G, p ∈ P . For (G,P, θ) with abelian G, we denote by θ̂p the surjective group
endomorphism of Ĝ corresponding to θp for p ∈ P .
Theorem 6.15. Suppose that (G,P, θ) is an algebraic dynamical system with G and P
abelian, and 2 ≤ [G : θp(G)] < ∞ for some p ∈ P . If C∗(G) ⊂ Q(G⋊θ P ) is maximal
abelian and the only χ ∈ Ĝ for which the system of functional equations
(6.3) χ(p)f = f ◦ θ̂p for all p ∈ P with Np <∞
admits a solution f in C(Ĝ,T) is χ = 1, then γ : T y Q(G⋊θ P ) is an outer action.
Proof. Let χ ∈ Ĝ such that γχ = Ad(w∗) for some w ∈ U(Q(G⋊θP )). As ug = γχ(ug) =
w∗ugw for all g ∈ G, we get w ∈ U(C∗(G)) ∼= C(Ĝ,T) because C∗(G) is maximal abelian
in Q(G⋊θ P ). If f ∈ C(Ĝ,T) corresponds to w, then relation (I) yields
χ(p)sp = γχ(sp) = fspf = f(f ◦ θ̂p)sp for all p ∈ P.
Multiplying the above equations by f on the left and using (III) for p ∈ P with Np <∞,
we arrive at (6.3). By assumption, this forces χ = 1. 
Corollary 6.16. If (Z, P, θ) is an integral dynamics as described in Example 2.1, then
γ : T|S| y Q(Z ⋊ P ) is outer.
Proof. Note that G and P are abelian, the system is of finite type, and C∗(Z) ⊂ Q(Z⋊P )
is maximal abelian due to Theorem 3.5, see the discussion following Example 3.1. For
w ∈ T = T|S|, (6.3) gives wpf(z) = f(zp) for all z ∈ T and all p ∈ S. But it is well
known that each of these individual equations only has a solution for wp = 1, so that
w = 1. Now the result follows from Theorem 6.15. 
In fact, Corollary 6.16 can be easily deduced from the following result that competes
with Theorem 6.15:
Corollary 6.17. If (G,P, θ) is an algebraic dynamical system for which P is abelian,
P ∗ is finite, and
⋂
p∈P θp(G) = {1G}, then γ : T y Q(G⋊θ P ) is an outer action.
Proof. Suppose γχ is inner, that is, γχ = Adw, for some unitary w ∈ Q(G⋊θ P ). Then
Lemma 4.5 applies as wspw
∗ = γχ(sp) = χ(p)sp with χ(p) ∈ T, and implies χ = 1. 
Our choice to include both Theorem 6.15 and Corollary 6.17 is based on the difference
in their approaches: While Theorem 6.15 makes seemingly restrictive assumptions like
C∗(G) ⊂ Q(G⋊θP ) being maximal abelian and the non-existence of non-trivial solutions
to (6.3), it does not require
⋂
p∈P θp(G) = {1G}, even though our Theorem 3.5 needs
this assumption. On the other hand, Corollary 6.17 only asks for P to be abelian,
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finiteness of P ∗, and
⋂
p∈P θp(G) = {1G}. So unless the assumptions in Theorem 6.15
force
⋂
p∈P θp(G) = {1G} and P ∗ to be finite, the two results remain independent.
We stay with integral dynamics as described in Example 2.1 and prove outerness of
all automorphisms of α ∈ AutQ(Z ⋊ P ) that invert the unitary u, that is, α(u) = u∗,
see Theorem 6.18. The two particular examples we have in mind as motivation are
(a) λ−1 given by u 7→ u∗, sp 7→ sp; and
(b) φ given by u 7→ u∗, sp 7→ up−1sp for p ∈ P .
In order to check that φ is a morphism of QN we only need to check that φ(sp)φ(sq) =
φ(spq) (II) holds, which follows from
φ(sp)φ(sq) = u
p−1spuq−1sq = up−1+p(q−1)spq = φ(spq).
The reason is that the relations (I) and (II) for Q(Z⋊P ) are satisfied by φ(u) and φ(sp)
for all p ∈ P because the restriction φ|Qp coincides with the unique extension of the
exchange automorphism on Qp ⊂ Q(Z ⋊ P ), see Definition 5.6 and Theorem 5.8. In
fact, φ is determined completely by the collection of all these exchange automorphisms.
We note that φ and λ−1 are unitarily equivalent as φ = Ad(u∗) ◦ λ−1.
Theorem 6.18. Every automorphism α of Q(Z ⋊ P ) with the property α(u) = u∗ is
outer. In particular, λ−1 and φ are outer.
Proof. The proof is an adaptation of the proof of [ACR18a, Theorem 5.9], so we rather
explain the strategy and point out modifications than go through the proof in full detail:
The symmetry P ∈ L(ℓ2(Z)) given by Pξn .= ξ−n for n ∈ Z satisfies Pπ(u)P = π(u∗), see
[ACR18a, Remark 5.5]. Then [ACR18a, Theorem 5.8] shows that P /∈ Q2, which we shall
explain here for Q(Z ⋊ P ): The C∗-algebra Q(Z ⋊ P ) is the closure of the linear span
of operators of the form umsps
∗
qu
∗n with p, q ∈ P,m, n ∈ Z. So let∑1≤i≤j ciumispis∗qiuni
with ci ∈ C, mi, ni ∈ Z, pi, qi ∈ P for i = 1, . . . , j for some j ∈ N. For every n ≥
max1≤i≤j|mi| ∨ |ni| we then get∥∥(P− ∑
1≤i≤j
ciu
mispis
∗
qi
uni
)
ξn
∥∥ = ∥∥ξ−n − ∑
1≤i≤j
ciu
mispis
∗
qi
uni(ξn)
∥∥ ≥ 1
as
umispis
∗
qi
uni(ξn) =
{
ξmi+ piqi (ni+n)
, if ni + n ∈ qiZ,
0 , otherwise.
The reason is that the choice of n and P ⊂ N× force pi
qi
(ni+n) to have the same sign as
n. Thus, again by the choice of n, we have mi+
pi
qi
(ni+ n) 6= −n for all i, and therefore
P /∈ Q(Z ⋊ P ).
Now suppose α ∈ AutQ(Z ⋊ P ) with α(u) = u∗ is inner, that is, there is w ∈
U(Q(Z⋊P )) such that α = Ad(w). Then we get Pπ(wuw∗)P = π(u), so that the unitary
Pπ(w) commutes with π(u). Thus we deduce Pπ(w) ∈ U(π(C∗(Z))′) ∼= U(L∞(T, µ)) =
L∞((T, µ),T), where µ denotes the Haar measure (or Lebesque measure) on T. Since P
is a symmetry, we arrive at π(w) ∈ P · L∞((T, µ),T). If we could take f ∈ C(T,T) ⊂
L∞((T, µ),T) with π(w) = Pπ(f(u)) instead of an essentially bounded function, the
contradiction would follow readily as P = Pπ(f(u)f(u)) = π(wf(u)) ∈ Q(Z ⋊ P )
contradicts P /∈ Q(Z⋊ P ). However, the general case is more technical, and we refer to
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the proof of [ACR18a, Theorem 5.9] for details, remarking only some constants within
the estimations will change. 
Remark 6.19. It is crucial to Theorem 6.18 that there is no p ∈ N× such that the monoid
P ⊂ Z× contains both p and −p because then P = ∑0≤m≤p−1 π(ums−ps∗pu−m) belongs
to π(Q(Z ⋊ P )) ∼= Q(Z ⋊ P ), and the proof of Theorem 6.18 breaks down. In fact, we
have π ◦ λ−1 = Ad(P) ◦ π, and thus both λ−1 and also φ = Ad(u∗) ◦ λ−1 are inner. One
may therefore ask for new examples of outer automorphisms of Q(Z ⋊ P ), especially
with an eye on the case where P ⊂ Z× contains −1.
Corollary 6.20. For every 2 ≤ p < ∞, the group of extendible Bogolubov automor-
phisms of Op defines an outer action of T× Z/2Z on Qp.
Proof. This follows immediately from combining Theorem 5.8 with Corollary 6.16 and
Theorem 6.18. 
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